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AGRICULTURE

Caribbean Agricultural Science Book 1, Book 2
Henry- MacMillan - 0333-55197-4, 0333-55198-1

ENGLISH A

Developing Language Skills Book 4
Narinesingh – Royards - 978-976-8185-74-7

Oxford Pocket School Dictionary
Oxford University Press– 0198 610298

ENGLISH B

World of Poetry for CXC by Hazel Simmons –McDonald and Mark McWatt (New Edition)
World of Prose for CXC by David Williams and Hazel Simmons McDonald
Things Fall Apart by Chinua Achebe
The Lion and the Jewel by Wole Soyinka

MATHEMATICS

Mathematics: a complete course Vol.1 and Vol. 2
Toolsie – CEP – 97897666481322 and 9789 766481339
SCIENCE

Integrated Science For CSEC Exams.
Mitchelmore et al – Cambridge – 0521 168823

BIOLOGY

Biology for CSEC 4th Edition
Chinnery et al - Cambridge - 0521 70114 3

HUMAN & SOCIAL BIOLOGY

Human and Social Biology for CSEC
Gadd- Macmillan – 9780 2300721005

CHEMISTRY

CXC Chemistry
Ferguson – Oxford – 0199-14244-0

PHYSICS

Physics for CSEC
Avison et al – Nelson-Thornes – 9780 7487 8119 5

SOCIAL STUDIES

Social Studies Essentials (New Edition)
Sandy & Grayson – Carlong – 976 638 004X

FRENCH

Tricoleore Total 4
Honnor et al – Nelson –Thornes – 978 1 4085 0578 6
Tricoleore Total 4 – Examination Grammar in Action
Nelson- Thornes – 978-1-4085-0583-0
English/French Dictionary

SPANISH

Que Hay? Para CSEC
Haylett et al – Nelson-Thornes – 978 1 4085 0287 7

English/Spanish Dictionary

HISTORY
History For CSEC Exams. 1 (3rd edition): Amerindians to Africans
Greenwood – Macmillan – 9780 2300 2088 7

History For CSEC Exams. 2 (3RD edition): Emancipation to Emigration
Greenwood – Macmillan – 9780 23002089 4

History For CSEC Exams. 3 (3RD edition): Development and Decolonization
Greenwood – Macmillan – 9780 23002087 0

BUSINESS

Essential Principles of Business for CXC
Alan Whitcomb - Longman Pearson - 978 1405842211

ACCOUNTS

Principles of Accounts for CSEC
Austen et al – Nelson Thornes – 978 1 4085 0911 1

FOOD & NUTRITION

Home Economics for Caribbean Schools
Marchand – Jamaica Publishing House

ELECTRICITY

Basic Electricity and Electronics - Volume 1
ISMN 978-976-648-194-0 CEP
M.Halls, B. ENG Cert. Ed

Basic Electricity and Electronics – A complete Course for CSEC – Volume 2
ISBN 978-976-648-195-7 CEP
M.Halls, B. ENG Cert. Ed

WOODWORK

Carpentry and Joinery Book 1
Bates - Longman – 9780582994799

TECHNICAL DRAWING

Technical drawing: Plane and solid geometry Book 1
Bankole & Bland – Longman – 9780582651395

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Log onto IT
Birbal and Taylor - Longman Pearson -140822876 0

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Physical Education to 16
Fountain & Goodwin – Oxford – 978 0199 134441